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Abstract
E-commerce and m-commerce demand for full-fledged, increasingly complex applications which
need to offer ubiquitous access in terms of the anytime/anywhere/anymedia paradigma. From a
software engineering point of view, the development of such ubiquitous web applications requires
proper modeling methods in order to ensure architectural soundness and maintainability. Recently,
web modeling methods started recognizing this fact by providing first concepts for dealing with
ubiquity. In this paper, two of these modeling methods are compared, identifying their strengths and
shortcomings. As a prerequisite, an evaluation framework is introduced, using the notion of
customization as the uniform mechanism to enable ubiquity. Customization adapts a web
application towards a particular context which reflects the environment the application is running
in. To enable a holistic view on the development process of a ubiquitous web application,
customization is regarded as a new modeling dimension, influencing all other tasks of ubiquitous
web application development.

1

Introduction

The Internet and in particular the World Wide Web have introduced a new era of computing,
providing the basis for promising application areas like e-commerce [26], [41] and m-commerce
[9]. These application areas have dramatically boosted the demand for services which enable
ubiquitous access, thus adhering to the anytime/anywhere/anymedia paradigm [1], [47].
Consequently, ubiquity offers new opportunities for web applications in terms of time-aware,
location-aware, device-aware and personalized services.
Considering ubiquitous web applications from a software engineering point of view, as their
complexity increases, so does the importance of modeling techniques [6], [21], [22], [23], [40].
Models of a ubiquitous web application prior to its construction are essential for comprehension in
its entirety, for communication among project teams, and to assure architectural soundness and
maintainability.

There is already a couple of methods especially dedicated to the modeling of traditional web
applications (for an overview see [6], [11], [19], [42]). These methods focus on unique
characteristics of web applications comprising among others the usage of the hypermedia paradigm
in terms of hypertext and multimedia in combination with application logic. Up to now, however,
only few of them, especially the Web Modeling Language (WebML) [7], [8] and the ObjectOriented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) [43], [44] provide first modeling concepts dealing
with the ubiquitous nature of today's web applications.
The goal of this paper is twofold: First, an evaluation framework is provided defining the design
space for modeling methods of ubiquitous web applications. Second, by comparing the above
mentioned approaches on the basis of this framework, strengths and weaknesses are identified,
pointing to future directions in modeling ubiquitous web applications. According to these goals, the
paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the modeling dimensions of ubiquitous web
applications, introducing the notion of customization as the uniform mechanism to capture ubiquity.
Section 3 complements our evaluation framework by outlining the design space of customization.
Section 4 compares the capabilities of the two modeling methods on the basis of our evaluation
framework. The major findings are summarized in Section 5, emphasizing on lessons learned and
potential improvements of existing approaches.

2
2.1

Modeling Dimensions of Ubiquitous Web Applications
Modeling Traditional Web Applications

Modeling methods for ubiquitous web applications should first of all consider general requirements
which need to be obeyed by any web application modeling method. According to [42], these
requirements can be described along three orthogonal dimensions, namely levels, aspects and
phases (cf. Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Modeling Dimensions of Ubiquitous Web Applications

The first dimension of web application modeling comprises three different levels in terms of content
level, hyperbase level, and presentation level. The content level refers to domain-dependent data
used by the web application and is often managed by means of a database system. The hyperbase
level denotes the logical composition of web pages and the navigation structure. The presentation
level, finally, is concerned with the presentation of the hyperbase level, e.g., the layout of each page
[17]. The second dimension called aspects is orthogonal to the first one, requiring that both
structural aspects in terms of abstraction mechanisms such as classification, aggregation and
generalization, as well as behavioral aspects like business logic, activation of navigational nodes,
and user interaction need to be considered. Finally, structure and behavior of content, hyperbase and

presentation has to be addressed in each phase of the development process, ranging from analysis
via design to implementation [31], [35].
2.2

Customization as Additional Modeling Dimension

Besides considering the modeling dimensions of traditional web applications, a ubiquitous web
application should be designed from the start to take into account also its ubiquitous nature. For
this, we propose the notion of customization as the uniform mechanism to enable ubiquity by
adapting a web application towards a particular context which reflects the environment the
application is running in. This viewpoint is similar to [36] who differentiates between an afferential
component (i.e., the context), an efferential component (i.e., the adaptation) and an inferential
component (i.e., the customization itself which maps between context and adaptation)1. In general,
we suggest a holistic view on the development process of a ubiquitous web application by
introducing customization as an additional design dimension, affecting all dimensions of traditional
web application modeling (cf. Figure 1).

3
3.1

Design Space of Customization
History on Customization

For defining the design space of customization, it is useful to consider customization from a
historical point of view [28]. Customization represents a major challenge not least since the end
user has been put in the middle of concern when developing interactive applications. Consequently,
the user interface community is dealing with customization issues already for a long time, which
brought up the notion of adaptive user interfaces, cf., e.g., [24]. Adaptive user interfaces are
designed to tailor a system's interactive behavior considering both individual needs of human users
and changing conditions within an application environment. The broader approach of intelligent or
advisory user interfaces includes adaptive characteristics as a major source of its intelligent
behavior, cf., e.g., [5]. Another area dealing with customization but emphasizing more on adapting
the content of an application are information filtering and recommender system [2], [30]. The goal
of these systems is to go through large volumes of dynamically generated textual information and
present to the user those which are likely to satisfy his/her information requirements. With the
emerge of hypertext [13] the need for alternative access paths to information in terms of, e.g.,
different navigation structures became prevalent leading to another research direction called
adaptive hypertext and hypermedia [3]. Last but not least, the proliferation of mobile computing and
mobile web applications, in particular, makes it necessary to consider not only user preferences but
also the environment in terms of, e.g., location in order to adapt the application [36].
3.2

Customization Dimensions

Although the approaches within the different areas described above use the notion of customization
merely in an implementation-oriented sense, they represent a proper basis to derive the design space
considering customization at the modeling level. In our view, the design space of customization can
be characterized again by three orthogonal dimensions, comprising the kind of context, the
granularity of adaptation and the degree of customizability (cf. Figure 2).

1

Note that, in literature the terms customization and adaptation are often used interchangeably.

Kind of Context. The first dimension covers the kind of context, reflecting the environment of the
application which is considered by customization. The majority of the approaches like [8], [14],
[15], [16], [25], [32], [33] and [46] focus on the issue of personalization in terms of a user context.
This is done by making assumptions about relevant user characteristics and preferences to get
personalized services from a certain resource, or even to personalize already the discovery of
resources [12], [39]. Also a considerable number of approaches take device and network properties
in terms of device context and network context into account [32], [34]. Device context and network
context are often considered together which is reasonable since mobile devices also imply a
wireless connection carrying certain network constraints. [18] for example distinguishes between
three aspects of "client variation" comprising network variations such as bandwidth and latency,
hardware variations like screen size, and memory and software variations including the data types
the client is able to handle. [29] additionally introduces a location context comprising physical
locations and logical locations (e.g., at home as opposed to at work). It has been encountered,
however, that only few of the surveyed approaches explicitly regard location context [36], [38].
This is due to both technical deficiencies and lack of legal regulations. Similarly, time context
which makes certain customizations dependent on the point in time when a certain service is
accessed is rarely considered in literature. Independent of its kind, a context can be separated into
an unchangeable part which is captured by monitoring the environment (e.g., the kind of device
used or a cell identifier indicating the current location when actually accessing an application) and a
changeable part which is voluntarily entered by a user (e.g., user preferences), a device vendor
(e.g., device characteristics) or a designer (e.g., street maps). The former is furtheron called current
context, the latter is, conforming to literature, referred to as profile [48].
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Figure 2. Design Space of Customization

Granularity of Adaptation. The second dimension indicates the granularity of adaptation ranging
from micro adaptation to macro adaptation. Whereas micro customization is concerned with finegrained adaptations (e.g., disabling a link on a page, determining the membership of an object in a
class), macro adaptation means that depending on the context, rather large parts of an application
are adapted (e.g., instead of an indexed guided tour, use a simple bullet list). Subject of adaptation
can be each of the levels of a web application as introduced in Section 2.1. Note that, there is no
exact border between micro and macro adaptation. In its most extreme form, macro adaptation
simply means that depending on the context, the whole application realizing a certain service is
substituted by another one, thus better fitting in a certain context. This extreme form of macro
customization often occurs together with the combination of static context and static adaptation (cf.
below).

Degree of Customizability. The third dimension, the degree of customizability, expresses that both,
context and adaptation can be either static, i.e., pre-defined or dynamic, i.e., determined during runtime. An example for static context and static adaptation could be to select a pre-defined version of
a certain web application for either access through a PC or through a WAP enabled device. An
example for the fully dynamic case would be to adapt the resolution of an image on the fly, due to
changes in bandwidth. Applications supporting only static contexts and/or adaptation are often
called adaptable whereas those supporting also the dynamic case are considered to be adaptive
[33].

4

Comparison of WebML and OOHDM

In the following the customization capabilities of WebML [7], [8] and OOHDM [43], [44] are
discussed on the basis of the evaluation framework given in the previous sections, aiming at the
elicitation of their strengths and shortcomings along. These two are, to the best of our knowledge,
two representative approaches out of the few existing methods dealing with ubiquity and
customization mechanisms in turn at a modeling level [28].
4.1

Kind of Context

User Context. User context is addressed in WebML as well as in OOHDM (cf. Figure 3). Both
assume that the user accessing the web application can be identified by means of predefined
variables, herewith representing the current context. WebML provides in addition, at the content
level, two dedicated entities User and User Group for representing profile information about
individual users and user communities, respectively. These entities contain some pre-defined
attributes such as name, password and email and are also extensible so that the designer may add
supplementary information. In contrast to WebML, OOHDM provides no explicit profile for
capturing user and user group information but it is rather left to the designer to define appropriate
classes for representing user profile information at the content level. Since at the content level
OOHDM uses an object-oriented notation in terms of UML [45], the user profile can also capture
user-defined methods.
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Figure 3. Supported Kind of Context

Time Context. Time context is considered by WebML only. Two dedicated variables CurrentDate
and CurrentTime provide the current context at the server where the ubiquitous web application is
running. Time profiles encompassing, e.g., time zones or time-of-day settings is not supported.
Device Context. Regarding device context, both approaches do not provide explicit concepts,
neither for identifying the current device, nor for representing device profile information (therefore
the ✘ in Figure 3). They propose, however, to implicitly consider device context by simply defining
appropriate adaptations of the presentation level for each device, as will be discussed in Section 4.2
and Section 4.3.

Different to device context, other kinds of context such as network context or location context are
not considered at all.
4.2

Granularity of Adaptation

Micro Adaptation in WebML. In WebML, micro adaptation is restricted to the content level (cf.
Figure 6). Similar to views in database systems [6], WebML offers a so called derivation model. A
derivation model of the content can be declaratively specified by means of a query language called
WebML-OQL which is a subset of OQL [37]. It enables queries on the content level including
profile information. In general, the derivation mechanism of WebML allows the designer to adapt
entity attribute values, entities themselves and relationships between entities. Concerning entities,
WebML supports adaptation in two directions. First, the number of its instances can be constrained
and second, its structure can be changed by either dropping existing attributes or by adding
attributes having a constant value or a derived one. The example illustrated in Figure 4 defines a
derived entity PreferredTourItems comprising all those instances of the entity TourItems taking
part in the relationship UserIsInterestedIn. Note that, WebML basically uses XML [49] at all
three levels of a web application, partly enhanced by some graphical representation such as ER
diagrams [10].
<ENTITY id="PreferredTourItems"
super="TourItems" value="TourItems as i
WHERE i IS IN UserIsInterestedIn">
</ENTITY>

Figure 4. Adapting Entities in WebML

Finally, relationships can be adapted in WebML either by specializing an existing relationship or by
concatenating two or more existing relationships.
Micro Adaptation in OOHDM. In contrast to WebML, OOHDM restricts micro adaptation to the
hyperbase level, enabling the designer to adapt node attribute values, node classes and link classes
(cf. Figure 6). OOHDM uses plain OQL-queries to support the adaptation of attribute values.
Regarding the adaptation of node classes and link classes, OOHDM allows only to restrict their
visibility by indicating authorized users or user groups within the node definition.2 Since there is no
possibility to constrain the instances of a node, all instances of that class of the content level, which
is mapped to the node are automatically adopted.
The example given in Figure 5 specifies a node PreferredTourItems consisting of instances of the
content class TourItems and being available for users of the content class RegisteredVistor
only. Note that, the notation used is proprietary to OOHDM.
NODE PreferredTourItems
FROM TourItems: i, user: RegisteredVisitor

Figure 5. Adapting Node Classes in OOHDM

Macro Adaptation. WebML as well as OOHDM allows macro adaptation at the hyperbase level
and at the presentation level (cf. Figure 6). This means that on top of a certain content level, several
different versions of the hyperbase level and on top of a certain hyperbase level, several different
2

For the sake of completeness, it has to be noted that OOHDM provides a concept called context classes, which allows a node to
have different structures. The initiator of such an "adaptation", however, is not a context in the sense of an environmental state, but
rather the application state itself, resulting from the user’s navigation path.

presentation levels can be specified, which are tailored towards certain kinds of context.3 In this
way, also the implicit device context can be realized, as mentioned in the previous section.
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Figure 6. Supported Granularity of Adaptation
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An adapted version of the hyperbase level is called site view in WebML and is defined, completely
independent of other possibly existing site views. This approach lacks reusability since any
common structure within the adapted versions must replicated. In OOHDM the different adapted
versions are integrated into one model called navigational class schema by using the Decorator
pattern [20]. Thus, in contrast to WebML, reusability of common parts of the adapted versions is
supported. Regarding the presentation level both approaches lack concepts for reusability.
4.3

Degree of Customizability

Context. Regarding the degree of customizability with respect to the kind of context, one can assess
that the user context is statically and dynamically supported by both, WebML and OOHDM (cf.
Figure 7). Time context is only supported dynamically by OOHDM. Finally, the implicit notion of
device context as described in Section 4.1 can be considered to be some kind of static context.
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✘
Figure 7. Supported Degree of Customizability
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Micro Adaptation. Considering the degree of customizability with respect to micro adaptation,
both, WebML and OOHDM focus on the dynamic case since micro adaptation is regarded to be
performed at runtime (cf. Figure 7). It has to be noted that OOHDM proposes micro adaptation to
occur during node initialization. It is not clear, however, when node initialization itself takes place,
e.g., it could be triggered by every modification of the underlying content or not before the node is
accessed by a user.
Macro Adaptation. Macro adaptation is considered to be purely static for both approaches, at the
hyperbase level and at the presentation level. This static macro adaptation is considered together
with a static context as described above. One exception to this is WebML which supports, at the
hyperbase level, dynamic context in terms of user and time, in combination with static macro
adaptation using different site views. For this, WebML provides a so called personalization model
in terms of rules. Rules are used to specify when, at runtime, a certain site view is to apply. They
3

Note that, OOHDM supports another level of indirection in that the presentation level is further separated into a logical, i.e.,
implementation-independent part and a physical, i.e., implementation-dependent part. Consequently, a certain logical presentation
can be translated into various physical presentations.

are formulated in XML according to the well-known event/condition/action paradigm [27]. Events
considered include the start/end of a session, page access and data changes. The condition evaluates
a predicate or issues a WebML-OQL query on the content and on the profile of the user issuing the
event. Finally, the action allows besides manipulating information at the content level, to select a
site view tailored towards the current context. The example given in Figure 8 shows how to specify
that, at session startup (SessionStart), a user which has indicated expert knowledge
(User.expert) encounters a customized navigation structure in terms of the site view ExpertView .
<RULE id="AssignExpertView">
<EVENT eventType="SessionStart"/>
<CONDITION predicate="User.expert = 'YES'"/>
<ACTION action="Assign(SiteView, 'ExpertView')"/>
</RULE>

Figure 8. Dynamic Context and Static Macro Adaptation in WebML

Consequently, when considering the degree of customizability, whereas the context is dynamic
since monitored at runtime by means of the event and the condition part of the rule, the adaptation
can be regarded as static because the customized site view has been specified already at definition
time.

5

Summary and Lessons Learned

This paper presented an evaluation framework and a comparison of modeling methods for
ubiquitous web applications. For this, the notion of customization was introduced as a uniform
mechanism to enable ubiquity by adapting a web application towards a particular context which
reflects the environment the application is running in. To enable a holistic view on the development
process of ubiquitous web applications, customization is seen as a new modeling dimension, which
influences those of traditional web applications, comprising levels, aspects and phases. On the basis
of this evaluation framework, a survey of two existing modeling methods was presented, revealing
their strengths and weaknesses with respect to the customization design space.
Concerning the kind of context supported, the focus of both approaches is on personalisation by
considering individual users and groups of users. Additional kinds of context are only partly
supported, e.g., time context in WebML. Consequently, a comprehensive modeling method for
ubiquitous web applications should not only offer a wider variety of pre-defined kinds of context
which clearly separate between current context and profile information but also extensibility in that
the designer may include any further kinds of context not foreseen by the modeling method.
Regarding the granularity of adaptation, micro adaptation is considered at the content level in
WebML and at the hyperbase level in OOHDM only. Whereas WebML offers various ways of
micro adaptation, OOHDM is restricted to visibility issues only. Macro adaptation is considered by
both approaches at the hyperbase and the presentation level. Whereas they are very similar in their
adaptation capabilities, reusability of common parts is supported by OOHDM at the hyperbase level
only. To provide the designer with more flexibility, both micro and macro adaptation should be
seamlessly integrated at all three levels of a ubiquitous web application and additionally support
proper concepts for reusability.
Finally, taking a look at the degree of customizability, one can asses that both approaches consider
dynamic context in combination with micro adaptation whereas in WebML, macro adaptation is
bound to static context only. In contrast, OOHDM uses a powerful rule-based mechanism in order

to support dynamic context for macro adaptation thereby better reflecting the dynamic nature of
ubiquitous web applications.
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